Life Goes On (at Hogwarts...)

Vamp till ready, with variations on these rhythms, chords

Repeat until chorus ready

Verse 1

Life goes on at Hogwarts every day, whether we like it or not. We are growing in so many ways, it's the only school we've

Repeat until Verse 2(a) ready

Between verse vamp, add right hand chords and improvise verse 2 (and 2a)

Got.

Verse 2 (ending)

Life goes

We'll be -

On at Hogwarts every year There's a place for you and long to Hogwarts all our lives though it's strange from time to

me, for our friends we hold so very dear, it's the life that

VERSE 2 (ENDING)
Verse 2a (Ending)

Life Goes On (at Hogwarts...)
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